December 2018 newsletter

Gift vouchers available –
redeemable against Membership,
Clothing, Races, Sessions.
Give the gift of fitness this
Christmas / Birthday

Hawkinge Hurricanes Advent Food Bank
In conjunction with the Trussell Trust, I’m hoping Hawkinge Hurricanes can make an advent
donation to the Shepway Food Bank. This time of year, families are in crisis within our community
and I’m sure we all have something at the back of the cupboard we can donate. 1 in 5 families in the
UK live below the poverty line. 1,235 three-day emergency food supplies were given to people in
crisis last year. The Trussel trust operates 425 food banks across the UK, supporting 130,000 people.
Item that are often over looked are:
• Toilet Rolls
• Sanitary Products
• Tin Openers
• Nappies
• Toiletries
• Baby food
Please donate anything you can

Our box will be at all club sessions in December x

December 2018 Club Schedules
.

Don’t forget as a Hawkinge Hurricanes Member you are more than welcome at any
session at any site! All sessions are £3.00.

Aylesham Branch Schedule
Date and time
Monday 3rd - 1830

Location

Session

AWLC

Club Session

Wednesday 5 - 1830

AWLC

Club Session

Monday 10th - 1830

AWLC

Club Session

Wednesday 12 - 1830

AWLC

Club Session

Sunday 16th - 0900

Adisham Village
Hall
AWLC

Sunday Run

Wednesday 19 - 1830

AWLC

Club Session

Monday 24th
Wednesday 26th
Sunday 30th - 0900
Monday 31st
Tuesday 1st Jan 2019
@10am

NO RUN
NO RUN
AWLC
NO RUN

th

th

Monday 17th - 1830
th

Meet nr Duke of
Cumberland

Notes

Club Session

Sunday Run
Fun Trail Run – suitable for all

The Street,
Barham CT46NY

Hawkinge Branch Schedule
Date and time

3rd

Monday
- 0900
Tuesday 4th - 1830
Monday 10th - 0900
Tuesday 11th - 1815
Monday 17th - 0900
Tuesday 18th - 1830
Monday 24th Tuesday 25th Monday 31st
Tuesday 1st January
2019 @1000

Location
HCC
HCC
HCC

Session

Club session
Club session
Club Session

HCC
Folkestone
Garden Centre
White Horse
Pub
NO RUN
NO RUN
NO RUN

Club session, VLM Draw
Club Session followed by coffee n
mince pie
Club session followed by leaving
drinks for Leader Karen

Meet nr Duke of
Cumberland, The
Street Barham

Fun Trail Run – suitable for all

CT4 6NY

Have a great day

Notes

EM to lead
Two
Distances
Auction

Santa hats
optional

Along with the start of any training season comes the perennial questions; from seasoned runners
“How can I make my running more efficient and achieve a PB”; from first time marathon runners “How
can I make this daunting task a little bit easier”.
One secret to achieving better results, particularly over the longer distances, is to repeat the following
mantra “cake, cake, cake” oh sorry I meant “Posture, Posture, Posture”.
We all want to have better posture. Standing tall is a sign of confidence, attractiveness, success and
indeed prowess for the male of the species. However, that’s really more to do with ‘static’ posture,
what we look like when we are standing or sitting still.
Sure, this is important to a degree in how we live our lives, after all we spend so much time sitting still
in front of a computer, yet for running is this type of posture important? Not so much. What is important
to the runner is ‘dynamic’ posture, by which I mean the efficiency of the way we move, and a more
efficient runner by definition is a more comfortable, faster and longer lasting runner.
It’s easy to notice a runner with good posture, they are the ones who run with apparent effortlessness,
and who are a joy to watch run by. They are indeed those who find that during a run they are enjoying
themselves, and after a run enjoy a bit of stretching and feel good about their bodies. They are also
less likely to get injured, as good dynamic posture is achieved by bringing together the collective
movements of each joint in the body into a fluid, stress free, coordinated unified chain. Sounds lovely
doesn’t it?
So how do we achieve good running posture?
There are so many things that we could think about when running to improve our posture. The list is
almost endless, a problem compounded by the fact that no-one can think of everything at once, and
the more we have to think about the more confused our running will become.
I suggest that three major things are enough to think about while you are pounding the streets. These
three things are:
1 - Think short, quick strides.
180-foot strikes per minute is fairly well accepted as the optimum cadence for most runners. In fact, up
to this figure one can fairly safely say that the higher the cadence is, the better our form becomes. A
higher cadence means that we use our hip joints in a more fluid way, which takes away the 'lurching'
look and the vertical body bounce that characterises many runners, and which is a sure-fire way to
create injury due to the impact it has on the knees, shins, calves and ITBs. Some of us can only aspire
to 180 SPM

For those who have never tried to run with shorter but quicker strides, it will feel very odd initially.
However, perseverance is worthwhile, as you will benefit from the improved flexibility of your joints and
muscles.
2 - Think about your arms and knees. (wrists to hips)
One of the distinctions between us as mammals and reptiles is that reptiles walk using a side-bending
motion with their elbows and knees out to the side of their bodies (just look at the way a lizard bends
when it walks).
We, however, twist when we walk or run. We achieve this partly by our limb joints bending in a
forward-backward motion rather than the reptilian orientation of elbows and knees being orientate
sideways.
The most efficient dynamic running posture for the arms and the legs is for the elbows and the knees
to move in a flowing forward and backward motion.
Elbows!
Our elbows should be close to our sides, not far from our bodies, and our hands should not cross over
the midline of our chest when we run, better for the forearms to be parallel with each other as they
swing backwards and forwards. The natural rotational twist that this induces through the spine and the
rest of the body will activate our inherent recoil mechanism that improves momentum, thus helping
improve pace at no extra effort.
Caution though. If you find it difficult to run with your elbows close to your sides then it is an indication
that you may have a postural shoulder problem.
Knees!
Regarding our legs. It is commonly thought that it is good form for us to encourage our feet to face
forwards when we run. I’d love to know how many runners have tried to do this and have ended up
with knee pain. I certainly did.
There is a natural twist to the bones below the knee, and if your ‘twist’ is more than the accepted
norm, then trying to keep your feet facing forward will cause your knees to move too far out or too far
in when you run, a common short-term result of which is ligament pain, and a common long-term
result of which is meniscal damage.
I would encourage you to ignore your feet completely, and instead concentrate on encouraging your
knees to move forwards and backwards in a straight line.
3 - think forward and up.
people used to look at the floor while they walked and that this has, led to poor posture, tiredness, low
mood and confidence. My final tip for good posture (and a happy disposition!) is to always look ahead
and slightly up, perhaps at the trees in the park, or at the first floor of a building, and to keep the
intention of moving forward at the forefront of your mind. Intention is a powerful thing, it gives you
purpose.

